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At Starcraft, decades of boat-building experience have taught us one 

thing for sure — if you want to see true quality, simply take a closer 

look. Compare our hat-channel construction and cross channels 

with the foundations of other pontoons. Count the fasteners. Note 

the gauge of aluminum. In short, look at the details and you’ll see 

everything you need to know. Which brings us to the other thing that sets us apart from the 

crowd. It takes a relentless commitment to quality to make one great pontoon.

Where CRAFTSMANSHIP is a family value.

CROSS CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION: Provides superior chassis 
strength. The transom area is supported with up to 3/16" hat-channel 
construction using twice the amount of fixtures as other pontoons. 
This provides the strength needed to handle the high torque of 
today’s large engines.

DOES YOUR BOAT HAVE OUR CONSTRUCTION? 
Other manufacturers use C-channel designs which can 
require more cross members and provide less strength than 
Starcraft’s hat-channel construction. And with imbalanced 
weight distribution, C-channel cross members are less able to 
withstand the forces exerted on the pontoon year after year.
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Everything about a Starcraft pontoon is designed for maximum comfort and convenience. Our floorplans are spacious, 
flexible and provide something for everyone. Plus, our furniture is far from ordinary boat seating – our plush, overstuffed 
loungers create a luxurious living room on the water.

FURNITURE: Starcraft pontoon furniture uses only the finest quality, marine-grade vinyl with a stain resistant topcoat. 
Choose the floorplan with your favorite combination of lounge seating, helm chairs, sundeck and oversized rear loungers.

FLOORPLANS: Starcraft gives you more spacious floorplan configurations to fit your lifestyle. Select series offer   
versatile rear lounger models, stylish port seating models with two high-back helm chairs, and bar models that are ideal 
for entertaining. 

Virtually every aspect of a Starcraft pontoon gives you the ability to choose a boat just for you. From our wide range 
of innovative floorplans, to great options and packages, to flooring and colors – it's all about freedom of choice.

FLOORING: Starcraft pontoons offer a wide range of floor and carpet selections, including woven vinyl and vinyl 
teak options.

COLORS: Choose your favorite color combination with selections for the panels, accents and bimini top.

LED LIGHTING: Premium details include a wide range of standard and optional LED lighting features:       
Babbito underdeck lighting; Mood lights; underwater lighting; lighted cupholders; lighted speakers.

Leading the way with technology, comfort and CHOICE.
Every Starcraft pontoon boat is built on our three pillars of a better experience: advanced technology, luxurious comfort, and more choices to help you customize your pontoon and 

make it your own. Technology, comfort and choice — dedicated to giving you great days on the water.

With our focus on continuous innovation, Starcraft incorporates sophisticated, real-world technologies into a superior 
pontoon design, outstanding features and quality-focused manufacturing processes.

MURPHY TOUCH SCREEN: Select Starcraft pontoon models are available with a Murphy touch screen control system, 
putting a wide range of features at your fingertips.

• Displays all gauges and engine functions and air/   
 water temperatures

• GPS with chart plotter and compass heading

• Stereo remote with Bluetooth; 3 video inputs

• Controls for all exterior/interior accent lights

• If applicable, controls for freshwater pump, bilge pump,   
 refrigerator and power bimini top

TUBES: Choose your level of pontoon performance with great pontoon tube configurations, including:

•   HMX Performance Strakes        •   3 Standard tubes        •   2 Standard tubes        •   PR25 Tube         •   PTS Center Tube

A HAT-CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION: It all begins with .250 (heavy) and .125 (standard) gauge aluminum hat-channels that are 6" wide and secured with 8 
bolts spanning across our 6" wide deck risers. This creates the widest base in the industry and gives our pontoons greater stability without adding unnecessary 
weight. Combine that with a .190 gauge aluminum transom that’s through-bolted with up to 20 bolts and footed deck risers that prevent tube fatigue, and you 
see why Starcraft backs its industry-leading construction with a Limited Lifetime Warranty on every product.  

B CONSTRUCTED FOR ENDURANCE: 3/4", 7-ply pressure treated plywood through-bolted and screwed to the hat channels to create the strongest seams in 
the industry.  

C QUICK RELEASE BIMINI TOP: Made of sturdy Vista canvas spanning 10 feet, our top also features 1 1/4" tubing with stainless fixtures for strength, quick 
release and drop-down tow mode for convenience, and solution-dyed polyester that’s ultra wear resistant and color-fast to ensure color that lasts without 
bleeding (Majestic and MX models only).

D FENCE & RAILING: Features foam backing to prevent rattling and fully welded and anodized railing to add strength. Anodized welds are never painted. It’s all 
backed by a 6-year warranty.

E THROUGH-BOLTED TRANSOM: Made of up to .190 gauge aluminum and supported with up to 20 stainless bolts to handle today’s higher horsepower engines.

F 4 POINT DECK TO HULL FUSION: Starcraft deck brackets have 4 points of fusion for an extended area of contact with the tube. In addition to providing 
increased strength and support, this reduces frame twist and racking in rough water and guards against tube fatigue.
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